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June 16-17, 2018 (Reserve dates: June 23-24,2018)
Eurotour and FAI World Cup F5J
Coppa Italia F5J 2017 - 2018

Basic information:
The competition “COPPA F5J ITALIA” is organized by the Aero Club VO.LI, Via
Legnano 3, 10128 Torino, with the cooperation of the F5j Italia, on the flying site of the
Icaro Village located in Vigarano Mainarda (FE) –Italy.
For contacts: - F5j Italia: staff : f5j.italia@gmail.com
- Ruggero Pasqualini : tel. 338 9345754 e-mail: r.pasqualini1@alice.it
In case of emergency: Whattsapp Massimo Verardi or call +39 335 635 33 99
The contest “Coppa F5J Italy” has validity for the Fai F5J World Cup 2018, as well as is
part of the international Eurotour Contest series of F5J competitions described in the
following web pages:
http://www.contest-modellsport.de
Site of the competition
The competition site at the Icaro Village flying field, thanks to the Ala Azzurra club
located at the address 44049 Vigarano Mainarda (Ferrara), Italy – Via Rondona 11.

MAP and Geolocation:
GPS: 44° 50’ 37.18” N; 11° 29’ 5.63” E

How to reach the field by car :
From A13 expressway, exit at Ferrara Sud, right direction Modena/Mantova/Padova then
at the end, right Via Nelson Mandela, west ring road/SS723, at the crossroad to Modena
direction SP69, left to Via Cento SP66 up to final destination Vigarano Mainarda.
Total distance from Expressway A13: 17 Km and 21 min.about.
Official languages:
English and Italian
Climate
Mild, the estimated temperatures in the period are between 18 ° C and 25 ° C, with an
average temperature of 23 °C.
Official Language
Italian and English.
Contest director
Mr. Denis Truffo (ITA)

(GAMD 157)

Participants
All aeromodellers having a valid FAI license for the year 2018.
The Organizer will check all licenses by the FAI Sporting Licenses data base.
We will not accept any declarations a part those issued by the NAC in case of FAI license
renewal in progress. It is mandatory to use the FAI ID Nr, in place of NAC-FAI number to
be confirmed by the FAI License database as well.
Registration
Registration on the site http://www.f5j.it
The maximum number of competitors allowed is 77 pilots.
The registration fee is 40 € for seniors and € 25 for juniors.
Entries must be done before June 10, 2018.
No registration will be accepted after this date.
Please unsubscribe immediately by sending an email to f5j.italia@gmail.com
you cannot attend the contest to make room for other competitor.
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The payment of the registration fees will have to be done on the field to Mr
Massimo Verardi who will be attending from Friday.

Competition rules
The competition will be held using the FAI F5J rules. Sc4 Vol. F5 Edition 2018, RSN
AeCI and RNC F5 2018.
For safety reasons it is allowed to use AMRTs with a firmware that allows restart of the
motor for emergencies. The motor restart will be scored as a landing over 75m thus zero
points.
The only models/firmware approved for emergency restart are:
the AltisV4_Firmware_RCEV-8_1, the Multi2 FAI v. 4.15 and the Multi3 FAI v.4.01 if
the competitor use a different AMRT must show to the judges the firmware with
restart option.
If the AMRT signs zero or motor restarted, the fly will be scored as a landing over 75m.
Each competitor may choose the firmware and is responsible for the correct working of the
AMRT.
Protest
Protest must be in writing within 15 minutes from the event, paying a deposit of 50 Euros.
If accepted, the money will be refunded.
Insurance
All pilots must have an insurance for third party liability.
Frequencies
The 2.4 GHz is preferred, anyway all the 35 and 40MHz band frequencies allowed in Italy
can be used.
Awards
The top three competitors junior and senior will receive trophies.
Meals
During the competition days (Saturday and Sunday) a catering service will be available
with sandwiches and/or barbecue.
Accommodation and camping/campering
 It is possible to camp on the airfield free of charge with campers and tents
 Nearby Hotels and Restaurants:
Hotel Antico Casale
Via Rondona 11,
44049 Vigarano Mainarda (FE)
Tel. 0532 737026

Program details and timing (*)
Friday, June 15, 2018:
- Site open for free practice – no channel supervision
- From 5 PM the registration is open
Saturday, June 16, 2018:
- 8:00 to 09:00
- 09:00
- 09:30 to 12:30
- 12:30 to 13:30
- 13:30 to 18:30

registration
opening ceremony and pilots briefing;
qualifying rounds;
lunch break;
qualifying rounds;

- 20.30

Dinner (you must reserve at registration table)

Sunday, June 17, 2018:
- 09:00 to 13.00
- 13:00 to 14:00
- 14.00 - 15.00
- 15.30

qualifying rounds;
lunch break;
fly off rounds for the international competition.;
results and prize giving for the international competition;

(*) Time schedule is subject to change depending on weather and other unforeseen
circumstances.
Authorised frequencies in Italy:
27 MHz
26,995
27,045
27,095
27,145
27,195
27,235
27,275

35 MHz
35,000 35,160
35,010 35,170
35,020 35,180
35,030 35,190
35,040 35,200
35,050 35,210
35,060 35,220
35,070
35,080
35,090
35,100
35,110
35,120
35,130
35,140
35,150

40 MHz
40,665
40,675
40,685
40,695
40,715
40,725
40,735
40,765
40,775
40,785
40,815
40,825
40,835
40,865
40,875

72 MHz
72,080
72,240

2,4 GHz

